ABSTRACT Let M(m, n) be the minimum number or comparators needed In an (m, n)-merglng network It is shown that M(m, n] ~ n(lg(m + 1))/2, which implies that Batcher's merging networks are optimal up to a factor of 2 + • for almost all values of m and n The hmlt r,,, = hm,,~ M(m, n)/n is determined to within 1 It is also proved that M(2, n) = [3n/2]
(2, n)-Mergzng Networks
It has been conjectured that Batcher's merging networks are optimal in terms of the number of comparators used. In this section we shall lend support to this conjecture by showing that the odd-even merge yields optimal (2, n)-mergmg networks. Indeed, Batcher's network uses [3n/21 comparators ( Figure 3) , and we will prove the following theorem. THEOREM 1. M(2, n) = [3n/2|. To prove the theorem, st suffices to show that [3n/21 is a lower bound for M(2, n). We shall need some notations and lemmas.
The lines m a network can be numbered from the top down as first, second,..., etc. A comparator is called an (1,j)-comparator if its two input hnes are numbered the ~th and thejth with ~ <j In Figure 3 , a ~s a (3, 8)-comparator. A comparator is said to be of the form (~, *) if it is an (t,.l)-comparator for some]. Comparator of the form (%`]) is defined mmilarly.
By the remark made m Section 1, without loss of generahty we can consider only those (2, n)-mergmg networks where xl and x2 are inputs to the top line and the bottom line, respectively. Furthermore, assume the input (n + 2)-tuple (x, y, y~,
• , Yn, x2) to be a permutation of the integers (1, 2 .... , n + 2). Now, if we fixx2 = n + 2, then any value ofx~ between 1 and n + 1 determines a unique input (n + 2)-tuple and hence a unique path in the network-the path that takes x~ to the appropriate output line (Figure 4 (a) ). Note that in such a path x~ only moves downward through comparators. That is, if an (i, j)-comparator a is crossed by x~ m such a path, a must be used to take xl from line ~ down to hne`] (and the value of x, has to be no less than `]). We define A to be the set of all comparators crossed byx~, 1 _< x~ -< n + 1, in these paths. Samfiarly, while fixing x, = 1, we consider all the possible paths traversed by x2 and let B be the set of all comparators crossed by xe in them. Here the comparators in B are only used to move x2 upward (Figure 4(b) (2) and (ii) are symmetrical. As we fix x2 = n + 2 and let x~ = `], a descending path will take x~ to the`]th output hne. The last comparator crossed by x~ m this path must be of the form (*,`]). We shall now show that for any fixed l, 2 _<`] _< n + 1, there is only one comparator inA which is of the form (*, j).
Let w be the maximum value ofx~ that will cause x~ to cross a comparator of the form (*,`]). Clearly`] _< w _< n + 2. Denote by ~ the (t,`])-comparator crossed byxl = w. The following two statements are true by the definition of w:
(1) All the values u of x, where`] _< u -< w will cause& to follow the same path until past comparator a. (2) When x 1 assumes any value v such that w < v -< n + 2, xl does not cross any comparator of the form (*, ;).
As a consequence of these two statements, a must be the only comparator of the form (*,j) inA.
[] Because of Lemma 1, we can introduce the following mappings T and T'. Deftnitwn 1. For any (.i, k)-comparator a in A N B (note that 2 _< j < k -< n + 1), we will let T(a) be the unique comparator inA of the form (*,j), and let T'(a) be the umque comparator in B of the form (k, *).
It is easy to see that both T(a) and T'(a) must he to the left of a in the network. 
LEMMA 2. T is a mapping from A n B ~nto A -B. PROOF. We w]ll show that for a E A N B, T(a) ~i B
In this sechon we shall derive a lower bound M(m, n) -< n(lg(m + 1))/2 for m <-n.
By comparing (2) and (3), we see that for any ~ > 0, M(m, n) is determined to within a factor of 2 + e for all sufficiently large m and n. Our proof of (3) m the following will be based on an entropy argument, which is respired by a technique first employed by Floyd [2] m the study of matrix transposition In an (m, n)-merging network, we can look at the input as a column vector with m + n components, and each comparator as a function which, given a vector, either interchanges two of its components or does not change it. We shall assume that the input vector is a permutation of (1, In the ~th column of Ao, the upper part is the ordered list of length m, (1, 2,. , l -1, n + ~, n + ~ + 1, .. , n + rn), and the lower part is the orderedhstoflengthn, (~,~ + 1,. .,n +t -1) Let
be the sequence of transformations that A0 undergoes m an (m, n)-mergmg network, where
To derive a lower bound on l, the number of comparators in the network, we define an entropy function: 
Since it is true thatp, lg(p, + p,')/p, + p,' lg(p, + p/)/p,' assumes its maximum value p, + p,' when p, = p,', it follows from (7) that 
E(w) + E(w') = E(v) -E(v') _< E (p, + P,') = E P, + ~ P,'
=
Concluston
We have shown that Batcher's (m, n)-mergmg network is in general optimal up to a constant factor. And at least in one nontrivial case (m = 2), we have shown that Batcher's merging network is in fact the best possible. It will be interesting to see whether Batcher's merging network is optimal for more cases-in particular, when m=3.
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